A Hamilton Sorter exclusive, the pin cam locking system safely secures sort module at any position on the console. The system easily readjusts toward the front or back to accommodate the reach of varying personnel.

Full depth shelf supports at 1" intervals adjust quickly and easily.

- A. 06-30E12 Sort Module, 12" riser
- B. CS84360B Console with full shelf, 3" clearance
- C. 02-36E6 Sort Module, 6" riser
- D. CT363630B Corner Console, 3" clearance
- E. 06-36E6 Sort Module, 6" riser
- F. CC843630B Cabinet Console, 3" clearance
- G. E601224 Platform, 24" high
- H. CT603630B Basic Console, 3" clearance
Loaded with Essentials ... yet compact

This L-shaped mail center maximizes valuable space and accommodates efficient workflow by placing materials within easy reach.

Sized for a variety of needs, components reconfigure easily. Sort modules are available in six heights and widths. All products are backed by Hamilton Sorter's lifetime guarantee and over 45 year history.

Shelves feature full width, color coded labeling for quick, accurate sorting. Digital files are included for marking labels. Label colors are green, light green, magenta, canary, orange, gold, blue, electric yellow, electric pink and white.

Leveling system assures perfect alignment of components.

Ideal for high traffic areas, aluminum frame consoles withstand in excess of 1,000 lbs. Aluminum frames eliminate exposed edges and protect laminate work surfaces.

I. Multi-Function Utility Console
- CT603630RW
- (2) DRB-L Brackets
- (2) DR36AS Sides
- (1) DR60 Back
- (4) WHL-50SWB Wheels
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To provide for a variety of uses, flexible plastic shelves are available in four sizes in clear, gray, black or brown.

Standard: 10 3/4˝w x 11 3/4˝D
Legal: 10 3/4˝w x 15 7/8˝D
Oversize: 12 3/4˝w x 15 7/8˝D
Zip: 6˝w x 11 3/4˝D

A. CT363630 Corner Console, 9˝ clearance
B. 06-30E13 Sort Module, 12˝ riser
C. CS843630 Console with full shelf, 9˝ clearance
D. 02-36E6 Sort Module, 6˝ riser
E. CT363630 Corner Console, 9˝ clearance
F. 06-36E6 Sort Module, 6˝ riser

Hamilton Sorter’s standard collection of decorative laminates in over 20 colors and woodgrains with 4 worksurface colors allows you to coordinate worksurfaces and vertical sides for a custom look. Only the finest high pressure laminates are used on worksurfaces to eliminate chips and dents. For precise colors, ask your dealer for a Hamilton Sorter laminate chain. Custom colors available upon request.
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All module and riser edges are sealed with impact-resistant PVC for durability; there are no exposed edges on our casegoods.

Wall to Wall Efficiency . . . and productivity

In just a 12’ square, this U-shaped mail center configuration provides an optimal work environment for inbound bulk sort and fine sort, and outgoing preparation, weighing and metering. Shown here is a unique 84” console that fully houses large meter machines — one example of a family of consoles sized to fit a range of equipment space needs.

Powder coating findings in an array of colors are also available. Chemical resistant 4 mil powder coat is double the thickness of most furniture grade powder coating and is excellent for high moisture areas.

G. CC843630 Cabinet Console, 9” clearance
H. E841224 Platform, 24” high
I. CS843630 Console with full shelf, 9” clearance
Executive Mail Station
EMC693030 Credenza with 05-30E12 Sort Module
Drop off and retrieve mail within departments at our self-contained station. Full-laminate finish blends tastefully with executive suite furnishings.

Convenient under-counter storage hides supplies and mail drop-off bins

Bulk Sort Unit
AB482061
For a speedy first sort, the angled shelves of our bulk sort unit provide space for number easy-access bins.
Manifest Shipping Station
MAN6030

At 60” wide, this station manages all automated shipping needs with ample space for monitor, keyboard and printers. High pressure laminate worksurface resists wear and tear of day-to-day use.

Also available in 48” width, MAN4830 and 72” width, MAN 7230

Freestanding Sort Module
FSM481276SB

With our quick-adjust shelving system, you will stock and retrieve forms, literature and supplies with ease from this space-saving, multi-purpose unit. Available with standard, legal or oversize shelves. Shown with bottom storage area.
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